The kinetic basis of a general method for the investigation of active site content of enzymes and catalytic antibodies: first-order behaviour under single-turnover and cycling conditions.
The theoretical foundation has been laid for the investigation of catalytic systems using first-order kinetics and for a general kinetic method of investigation of the active site content, E(a), of enzymes, catalytic antibodies, and other enzyme-like catalysts. The method involves a combination of steady-state and single-turnover kinetics to provide Vmax and Km and k(lim)(obs) and K(app)(m), respectively. The validity of the method is shown to remain valid for two extensions of the simple two-step enzyme catalysis model (a) when the catalyst preparation contains molecules (Eb) that bind substrate but fail to catalyse product formation and (b) when the catalyst itself binds substrate non-productively as well as productively. The former is a particularly serious complication for polyclonal catalytic antibodies and the latter a potential complication for all catalysts. For the simple model and for (b) Vmax/k(lim)(obs) provides the value of [Ea]T and for (a) its upper limit. This can be refined by consideration of the relative values of Km and the equilibrium dissociation constant of EbS. For the polyclonal catalytic antibody preparation investigated, the fact that K(app/m) > Km demonstrates for the first time the presence of a substrate-binding but non-catalytic component in a polyclonal preparation. First-order behaviour in catalytic systems occurs not only with a large excess of catalyst over substrate but also with lower catalyst/substrate ratios, including the equimolar condition, when K(app)(m) >> [S]0, a phenomenon that is not widely appreciated.